Introduction
The fundamental physical processes initiated in geological environment by induced seismic vibrations, including those generated by nonexplosive sources, according to the current theory of seismic surveying can be simulated by a linear model described by a set of differential equations with constant coefficients [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Assuming this approach, the characteristics that are sufficient to describe the model embrace the transfer function (T F ), amplitude-frequency characteristic (AF C), phase-frequency characteristic (P F C), and transient response (T R) or pulse characteristic (P C), all being mathematically uniquely interdependent via integral Fourier and Laplace transforms [3] . The excitation transfer function of seismic vibrations and propagation of the latter in a geological structure can roughly be described by the characteristics of an oscillatory circuit (Shneerson and Mayorov, 1988) [7, 8, 9] . Fig. 1 illustrates a simplified linear pattern of formation of a seismic signal shown as a sequence of individual stages of transfer of the excitation signal I(t) generated by a nonexplosive source [10, 11, 12, 13] .
Linear model of seismic signals formation
The transmitting properties of the "source-ground surface" system are modeled by the pulse characteristic (P C)F G (p) and its counterpart T RF G (p), where t is the current time, P = C ± j Fig. 1 . A linear system model of signal formation in a two-layer model of seismic cross-section is the complex frequency. The transfer properties of formation of a useful signal are represented by the block with the pair F S (t), F S (p). The F SN block is responsible for synchronous noise (SN ) produced by shear, refracted or re-reflected vibrations propagating in the upper layers of a geological cross-section during seismic surveying.
The transfer function F SN (p) describes the linear section of a seismic array, i.e. it incorporates the seismic sensor itself as well as primary processing of signals during signal recording such as for example digital filtration.
Since the frequency band of any seismic detector is considerably broader than the frequency band emitted by a source of probing signals (P S), in our further discussion F SN (p) will be understood as T F of a receiver carrying out primary signal processing before recording or secondary signal processing performed by an interpreter [14, 15] .
Note that the seismic sensor is a vibrational system with T F corresponding to the first derivative of dynamic displacement of the soil in which the seismic sensor is embedded.
SN signals arrive at the seismic receiver simultaneously with the useful signal reflected from the target zone at a chosen depth. Since SN signals are generated by the same common source of seismic waves, increasing the power of the latter is not going to affect the ratio q = S SN , therefore when optimizing the ratio S SN + N , where noise comprises microseisms and noises not correlated with the probing signal, we need to be specific about the kind of interference we seek to eliminate. In seismic surveying, a conventional approach to improve the S/N ratio is to accumulate signal under repeated excitation of the geological cross-section. Depending on spectral composition, adequate noise elimination techniques should be chosen to meet the task. Note that the signal accumulation method is efficient to eliminate non-correlated broad band noise.
In Fig.1 microseisms are represented by the noise spectral power density N N 1 . The intrinsic noise of the seismic sensor is represented by the spectral density N N 2 . Considering the above points, a combination of the useful signal, SN and other noises can be written as a functional equation:
In this equation, the sign ⊗ stands for functional multiplication and the bar over the last two terms denotes averaging over time or over frequency. The most general criterion for optimization of seismic surveying in the statistical detection theory, which is applied in particular in radiolocation, is the likelihood ratio [16] :
where Λ(U S, U N ) is the signal and noise distribution function obtained after each subsequent seismic event; Λ(U N ) is the noise distribution function; Е is the energy of the useful signal, and N N is the noise spectral power density.
It is known that all information about signals and noise is concentrated in the probability distribution function of the observable realization. Criterion (2) under a normal law of noise and interference distribution is equivalent in power to the signal-to-interference plus noise relation:
When the magnitude of SN is small compared to noise, increasing the number of impacts from the pulse source by n times in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio yields:
In the case of SN N >> 1, Formula (3) transforms into the expression:
That is, the S SN ratio observed at the seismic sensor is not affected by the impact repetition rate but solely depends on the TF ratio between the signal and synchronous noise.
Thus, aiming at minimization of the number of impacts, one has to acquire information on the signal-to-noise ratio after having eliminated synchronous noise by one of the available techniques.
2. Signals formation in the two-layer and three-layer models of a seismic cross-section
Let us estimate the signal-to-noise ratio for a two-layer model of a seismic cross-section. Find T F contained in Equations (1) and (3) When a pulsed source acts on a seismic cross-section the sound signal, having traveled distance r 1 , is reflected from the first boundary and enters the seismic sensor at point 4. We will assume the seismic sensor to be in close vicinity of the source so that the path 2r 1 is a primary reflection. Hence the signal arrival delay time at these lengths will be estimated as
and
V 1 and V 2 being the propagation velocities. Provided r 2 >> r 1 , we assume the distance between points 1, 5 and 2, 6 to be approximately equal to r 1 . Reflection coefficients at points 2 and 3 are taken as scalars R 1 and R 2 . The output signal from the seismic sensor for this model will be equal to
Subject to condition (7) satisfied, equation (8) can be cast in the form
The first arrival event at the seismic sensor in this case generates a synchronous noise signal while the useful signal, having been reflected from the second layer at point 3, is detected as a second arrival with t2 delay. We can therefore, using equation (9), extract an uncontaminated useful signal by dividing the second term in braces in (9) by the first one, which yields:
i.e. we obtain an uncontaminated T F of the second layer, wherefrom it follows that in terms of power the sought signal-to-noise ratio will be equal to
where [ω 1 , ω 2 ] is the signal frequency interval; (ω 1 − ω 2 ) is the operating frequency band; N N is the spectral power density of non-correlated noise.
The ratio R 2 R 1 can be found as a modulus ratio between signal amplitudes at delay times t 1 and t 2 , i.e.
Introducing a third layer or any further layers with clearly defined boundaries into the model in Fig. 2 will not make any difference as we are talking about distinguishing a useful signal that arrives from the maximum possible depth against a synchronous interfering signal coming from the first inhomogeneous layer. An algorithm to determine the signal-to-noise ratio thus comes down to acquiring spectral characteristics of signals coming from the nearest to the source seismic sensors and then finding the useful signal component by diving spectral characteristics of the latest detected signal by those of the first arrived signal. The useful signal power is found by integrating the obtained division result over frequency. Relation between the useful signal power and the noise power in the signal band determines the sought signal-to-noise ratio.
Physically, this algorithm enables us to eliminate interference of the inhomogeneous upper layer with the useful signal, considering the above made assumptions.
e. the denominator in (11) can be found through noise dispersion in the receiver transmission band. The number of layers in a geological crosssection increases with offset of seismic sensors from the excitation source, therefore algorithm (11) requires modification to allow for reverberation and refracted waves emerging in near-surface layers of the earth.
We will use the absorption factor e −α(ω)ri to allow for frequency-dependent absorption of seismic waves and factor e pri to account for delayed seismic waves, where p = ±jω is the complex frequency and is the time of delay over the signal propagation path. Fig. 3 shows a three-layer cross-section and ray paths of the observed signal formation at the output of two adjacent seismic sensors. Fig. 3 . Signal formation in a three-layer model Synchronous noise in the form of overlapping reverberation and refracted waves is generated by the first layer.
The seismic sensor nearest to the source at point 7 receives only re-reflected signals of P -waves and S-waves from all layers whereas the second seismic sensor at an arbitrary offset x 2 from the excitation source detects synchronous noise produced by the first layer as well as useful signals of the first reflection.
We will only be interested in P -waves. Write down the transfer functions of the model in Fig. 3 as follows:
The reverberation interference caused by double reflection from the first layer is
The transfer function of reverberation interference of triple reflection from the first layer can be written as:
1-10 are the conjugation and receiving points; 11 is the wave refracted by the first layer; V i , h i are the signal propagation velocities and layer thicknesses, respectively; r i is the signal path length in the layer; x 1 , x 2 is the distance between the source and seismic sensors. An equivalent system model of the problem under discussion is given in Fig. 4 . 
where Φ 22 and V N are the transfer function and propagation velocity of the refracted wave, respectively. All the rest T F are found from Fig. 3 in a similar way. We will be interested in a method to separate a useful signal of the first reflection from an arbitrary layer of reverberation waves and the first layer of refracted waves using information acquired from the receiver nearest to the seismic source and the one offset at x 2 .
If the intensity of the refracted wave is small compared to the reverberation (RB) wave, the RB interference can be recovered through Exp. (16) .
From Fig. 3 one can estimate multiplicity of reflection for the RB interference. The condition for RB noise to interfere with the useful signal of the i-th layer is
where, for instance, for the second layer signal we have
For the third layer we have
where V 2 and V 3 are the effective propagation velocities of signals traveling to reflection points 5 and 6, adjusted for the propagation velocities in the first and the second layer.
The RB interference delay is
Here k is the multiplicity of reflection that can be defined as the relation τ RB τ i . So for the second layer we have
Since the signal delay times τ 1 = 2r 1 V 1 and τ 5 = 2r 5 V 2 are known from detection results, the multiplicity factor can be calculated straightforward from (22). The presence of RB interference is determined by the criterion k = 1, 3, 5 . . ., i.e. by odd natural numbers. If ratio (22) for the detected signal meets this criterion, then the useful signal is contaminated by RB interference.
In this case, relations of the type such as (15) and (16) are used to synthesize an RB interference signal based on T F data of the first layer Φ 12 , derived from the signal of the nearby seismic sensor at point 7. The so recovered RB interference is then subtracted from the useful signal reflected from a layer of interest. Under pulsed excitation of a medium, the reflection coefficient of the medium is frequency dependent, which results in the pulse stretching in time. This is associated with its high-frequency spectrum being limited as seismic waves penetrate deeper into the geological structure. Fig. 5 depicts the temporal shape of signal pulses for various distances from the source (Gurvich and Boganin, 1980). Fig. 5 . Changes in the shape of the pulsed signal of a seismic wave in an absorbing medium depending on distance As has been noticed in (Shneerson and Mayorov, 1988) , an increased absorption decrement is frequently observed in gas and oil fields. Absorption of seismic energy particularly in gas-bearing strata may be several times stronger than in water-saturated beds.
Many papers report emergence of converted waves over oil and gas reservoirs and the preferred registration of P-waves for the purpose of their direct search.
Stochastic models of description of the observed signals and noises
We now turn to a mathematical model of synchronous noise, considering randomness of the noise parameters. Conventionally, in order to extract a useful signal from noise in seismic surveying practice, the linear filtration method is predominantly used where useful signals and noise of all sorts are distinguished by their frequency spectra. Spectral characteristics of various types of waves, including microseisms, are shown in Fig. 6 [1, 2] . Fig. 6 . Compare relative amplitude spectra registered by reflection techniques for various seismic waves: 1 is P -waves; 2 is S-waves; 3 is surface waves; 4 is multiple P -waves; 5 is reverberation interference in shallow water; 6 is microseisms As is evident from the picture, a pronounced difference in the spectra is observed between useful signals and low-frequency surface noise originating in the low-velocity zone (LV Z) in the upper part of the geological cross-section adjacent to the free soil surface. The P -wave signals are somewhat frequency-shifted downward (by about 8Hz) and a frequency shift upward by the same 8 Hz is observed for multiple wave signals or reverberations. Noise not correlated with the signal (microseisms) features a wide spectrum ranging from 5 Hz to100 Hz and above. The dynamic range of signals and noise can be as large as 100 ÷ 120 dB, which substantially complicates the algorithms of noise elimination.
As mentioned above, we use the term "synchronous noise" rather than the conventional seismic terminology (regular, irregular, etc. interference) to refer to the interference whose rate depends on the power of the excitation source. We believe that this is a more comprehensive term that indicates the origin of interference (Shaidurov, 1999) [9] .
Because of the difference in the methods of elimination between regular and irregular (statistic) components of SN , we will represent them as a combination of two terms (23)
where the second term accounts for random fluctuations of the SN amplitude. Express (23) through the transfer function (T F ) of synchronous noise F N (Λ, ∂):
where Λ is the observed SN parameter containing, as in (23), two components:
HereΛ is the deterministic component of the parameter andΛ is the random component. Expanding the transfer function of SN in Taylor series about the small parameterΛ and separating the linear part we can write down the random SN component as a time function,
where ∆Λ is the increment of parameter Λ .
The validity of the small parameter method is subject to specific requirements. In particular, if the regular SN component (multiple waves being the case) changes little across the seismic profile and ∆Λ << Λ, then in this case (26) holds true.
Write the regular SN component as
Now cast expression (27) in a somewhat different form:
Expression
is a mutual correlation function between the source and SN transfer functions.
Quantities (26) and (27) being statistically independent, we can define the correlation function of synchronous noise as:
where
is the correlation function of a random SN parameter; G 2 Λ is the amplitude dispersion of parameter Λ ; n is the seismic sensor number; m is the spatial shift in seismic sensor numbers; M 2 Λ is the squared constant component of Λ parameter.
The correlation function of the deterministic part of synchronous noise is written as:
Write the energy spectra of SN in the following form:
In these expressions, I
2 uÔ 2 G (ω) is the energy spectrum of the excitation wave (probe signal)
T is the observation interval. Consider now sources of origin of interference. In Eastern Siberia and other similar regions of the world, the major problem in seismic exploration is posed by inhomogeneity of the near-surface layer, 500 to 1000 m thick, where formation of a seismic signal is stochastic.
Waves of actually any type are possible to occur: pressure, shear, conversion, Rayleigh, Lamb, and other waves. The top section of this layer (up to 100 m in thickness) is usually classified as a low-velocity zone (LV Z) in which the P -wave velocity is substantially smaller than in the deeper down layers. Raypaths of P -waves because of LV Z are severely bent at the bedrock/LV Z interface. Inside LV Z, P -wave raypaths deviate toward vertical direction. The observed seismic signals from LV Z are frequency-shifted downwards because of absorption of high-frequency spectral components in the upper layers. As the offset from the source grows, attenuation of the wave intensity occurs faster than in the weakly absorbing medium due to a strong absorption of the wave energy in LV Z.
The bottom boundary of LV Z for S-waves often appears to be not so much pronounced because velocity V S is less dependent on water saturation of the strata. Therefore the upper part of a stratigraphic cross-section is less inhomogeneous for S-waves than for P -waves. As noted in (Bondarev, 2007) , there are virtually no low velocity zones in permafrost areas [1] .
he wavelength λ p in the medium is shorter as a result of lower wave velocities in LV Z, which makes measurements more sensitive to the heterogeneous structure of layers. Being slower, the signals of regular synchronous noise that arrive from inhomogeneous upper layers overlap in time with useful signals arriving from informative deeper layers. So their principal distinguishing feature may be the difference in their spectra.
Unfortunately, the amplitude of synchronous noise from upper layers may be tens to hundreds times stronger than the level of useful signals. If this is the case, it would be necessary to apply nonlinear procedures where filter transmission coefficients are controlled to match a particular signal-to-noise ratio.
Conclusion
1. A linear system model has been synthesized to describe the formation of output seismic sensor signals and noise for seismic waves produced by a nonexplosive pulsed source.
2. A notion of synchronous noise has been introduced to embrace all kinds of regular and irregular interference generated by the source.
Signals that are not correlated with the source are treated as noise. For synchronous noise, the signal/noise relation is independent of the source power and can be controlled by selecting either a proper excitation pulse waveform in the soil immediately adjacent to the source baseplate or a proper current pulse shape in the electric source winding.
3. An algorithm has been devised to determine the signal-to-noise ratio based on data acquired from nearby seismic sensors offset from the source at a distance corresponding to a single reflection from the first inhomogeneous layer. This allows an optimum number of source impacts to be calculated.
4. An algorithm has been found to isolate multiple waves in a two-layer system. This helps solve the problem of compensation of the regular (deterministic) component of waves of that type.
5. A stochastic model has been proposed to describe synchronous noise. The model consists of a regular and a stochastic component. To describe the energy spectra of both components, formulae have been suggested based on the small parameter method.
6. Various sources of origin of synchronous noise as well as spectral and amplitude features of the latter have been analyzed. In Eastern Siberia, synchronous noise predominantly originates from low velocity zones and a geologically heterogeneous near-surface layer having the thickness up to 500÷1000 m.
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